
 

 

picture books that 

explore and illuminate 

 

Cozier than a Mole in Fuzzy Pajamas 
 

NEW YORK: Jackson unpacks all day and looks forward to a good night’s rest 

in his new home. But as soon as he climbs into bed, he hears: 
 

OOOEEEeeeOOOEEEeeeOOO! 

BOOGETY WOOGETY WOO! 

Plink! Plunk! Plink! 
 

Who is making so much noise, and how will Jackson ever get to sleep? 
 

Upon investigation, Jackson discovers three noisy nocturnal creatures – 

an attic ghost, a basement boogey monster, and a piano pixie – who don’t 

know how to occupy themselves without making a racket.  
 

After three sleepless nights, Jackson can’t see straight to pick out his clothes. 

He pours orange juice on his cereal and brushes his teeth with soap. Yet, while 

unpacking, he creatively finds a fun, quiet activity for each of the noisemakers. 

Jackson finally gets a great night’s sleep – and discovers three new friends in the morning. 
 

Kids will laugh out loud at Jackson’s exhausted antics and the silly creatures, they’ll chime in with the funny noises, and 

they’ll love searching Jackson fascinating, furniture-filled burrow for the first sighting of the gifts he gives each creature. 
 

Cozier than a mole in fuzzy pajamas, No More Noisy Nights is an underground, under-the-covers read-aloud, perfect for 

charming little listeners and calming bedtime boogety-woogeties. 

 
Holly L. Niner grew up in Newburgh, NY, 

with her nose in a book and a boogey 

monster in the basement. She is a speech 

therapist and the award-winning author  

of The Day I Ran Away, Mr. Worry,  

and I Can’t Stop. Holly lives in Fort Wayne, 

IN, and this is her fourth picture book. 
   
Guy Wolek has created art in many forms 

over his 35-year career – in courtrooms,  

for animation and film, and in newspapers 

and magazines including as a regular artist 

for the Chicago Tribune – and of course for 

children’s books. In the past 20 years, Guy 

has illustrated over 600 projects. 
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